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This edition of Sapper Summit contains a diverse range
of articles and reports. I thank each contributor for
their efforts in providing material that is informative,
reflective and thought provoking. Your contributions
are vital to keeping this magazine relevant to the
serving and retired sapper communities. Editor

SAPPER SUMMIT
Sapper Summit is produced twice a year
By the RAE Association (Vic) Inc
General Association mail can be sent to:
The Secretary,
Royal Australian Engineers Association (Vic) Inc
22ER
56 Dublin Road
RINGWOOD EAST VIC 3135
Sapper Summit items should be mailed to
The Editor, Sapper Summit,
PO Box 246
RINGWOOD EAST VIC 3135
Email: sappersummit@gmail.com
Electronic articles are preferred using MS Word
for text and Jpeg (for images) formats.
Contact details, past copies of Sapper Summit and
general information about the RAE Association (Vic)
and its activities can be found on our website:
www.raevictoria.com

From the (new) editor:
Graeme Lambert took over from Austin Byrne as Editor of Sapper
Summit in mid-2014. Continued development under Graeme's
editorship has seen it develop into the premier RAE Association
publication in Australia.
Graeme's retirement, due to ill health, has left a gap which I will
attempt to plug but acknowledge that I have big shoes to fill.
Graeme has provided a solid structure with which to continue the
great work which he and previous Editors have contributed. I will
certainly work hard to continue to build upon what they have
created.
You may notice a few small changes to the format as I settle in.
If you have any contributions or suggestions for further development please contact me via P.O. Box 246, Ringwood East, Vic,
sappersummit@raevictoria.com , or phone 0417 381 357.

Your RAE Association (Vic) Committee
President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Members:

Best regards and Ubique – Mike Potts

Padre:
Mascot:
See:

Don HUGHES
Jim DAVIS
Bill VAN REE
Bruce MURRAY AM
Mel CONSTABLE
Eric HOWATT JP
Margaret HANDTE
Michael POTTS
Mark HORNER
John RAIKE
ZEUS

www.raevictoria.com for up to date news
about the Association and its activities.
Visit us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/RAE-Association-Victoria893405714081186/timeline/
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President’s Column

won gold in both the Sprint Canoe KL2 and
VL3 events.

Despatches

Also, in August on Vietnam Remembrance
Day, with the final withdrawal of US and
Australian troops from Afghanistan, the
inevitable happened. Taliban forces began
reclaiming the country. More than 39,000
Australians had served in Afghanistan and
41 tragically lost their lives. Post conflict
suicides number about 500. Many who
served were sappers, in both military and
civilian roles.

from the President’s Bunker:

They had become close friends, comrades
and mentors for the Afghan people and
invested personally in the future outcomes
of this struggling nation. This withdrawal
will likely cause many to reflect critically on
the reasons for our involvement in the first
place and the resultant outcome after 20
years of sustained involvement.
The risk of possible ongoing mental health
issues is high. Any risk of ‘moral injury’ and
future doubts about this highly valuable
service, may be reduced by the knowledge
that our sappers did everything possible to
help the people of Afghanistan at a critical
time. Facimus et Frangimus - is what
sappers excel at.

Greetings Fellow Victorian
Sappers,
As Victorian Sappers exited lockdown five
on 27 July this year, many were still
deployed on COVID and storm assistance
operations. This soon morphed into
lockdown number six in August and
continued until the end of October.

As a grateful nation, we can expect to be
supporting our veterans from this conflict
for the rest of the 21st century. This
underpins the Association’s reason for
being and we stand shoulder to shoulder
with all sappers. This ‘long tail of war’

A welcome distraction during this time was
the Tokyo Olympics with our Super Sapper
Paralympian, Curtis McGrath, a multiple
amputee from an IED blast in Uruzgan
Province Afghanistan, doing us proud. He
3

needs to be deeply considered before we
commit to future conflicts and operations.

These two post 1975 plaques will not only
recognise all military operations conducted
by sappers since 1975 but also
humanitarian,
security,
and
relief
operations at both home and abroad. This
includes recent bushfire, storm and COVID
assistance.

The annual RAE Corps Conference was held
in Holsworthy over Melbourne Cup Day
Week. This important conference was
attended by the CO and RSM of 22 ER. Key
outcomes and developments will be
reported when available.

Further RAE Heritage Trail Markers will be
installed, and the Puffing Billy Railway Gold
Pass will be revitalised for use by all
Victorian Sappers and their families. The
70th (1950-2020) Short History of the
Regiment, Fires, Forests & Fortifications is
reaching penultimate completion.

Our annual Sapper’s Christmas gettogether, held at the Ringwood RSL,
provided a welcome opportunity for both
friends and family to reflect on the past
year and to rekindle and invigorate
friendships.
As the 120th Birthday of the Australian
Engineers, 2022 promises to be a
memorable year for all Victorian Sappers.
With 374 members your committee is busy
planning a broad array of activities.

Finally, congratulations to all our Victorian
Sappers who have received well deserved
awards this year. Along with the
Association, 22nd Engineer Regiment
(Victoria’s Own Sappers) continues to focus
on remaining Committed, Capable and
Ready to meet the country’s defence needs.

“Jock” Howatt will again need a good
turnout for the Royal Children’s Hospital
Good Friday Appeal. After the last appeal’s
unparalleled effort raising $30,000, he will
need all hands on deck! All are welcome for
this fun and worthwhile activity.

Merry Christmas, Good Sappering
& UBIQUE,
D.C. (Don) Hughes

Commemorative plaques have been
negotiated by the Association to be
installed in 2022. One to honour the first
permanent Volunteer Engineer Corps Depot
at the Trades Hall Council Building in Lygon
Street Carlton. Two more will recognise
post 1975 service at the Ringwood
Memorial Clock Tower.

Disclaimer: The opinions and
comments expressed in this
publication are those of the authors.
They do not necessarily reflect the
policies or views of the Editor or of the
RAE Association Victoria (Inc) .

Editor.
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Brigade training requirements.

From The Regiment

The state spent a significant period of the
year in some form of ‘lockdown’, 22ER was
still able to conduct an Infantry Minor
Tactics (IMT) and Demolitions activity as
well as a number of Construction activities
throughout the year (whilst complying with
State Government COVID-19 restrictions).
More on them shortly.

CO 22 Engineer Regiment

Operations:
OP COVID-19 ASSIST continued support
through the provision of personnel to Joint
Task Group 629.2 on various tasks including
Hotel Quarantine, Logistical support to
VICPOL Vehicle Checkpoints (VCPs) and
Border Crossing Compliance Tasks, the
Household Engagement Program (HEP)
working with Department of Health
Authorised Officers to ensure quarantine
compliance and support to Ambulance
Victoria through the provision of Drivers,
where members were working on a 1:1
ratio with Ambulance Victoria paramedics.
22ER, at various times, provided the Task
Unit Commanders for these tasks and
teams.

LTCOL Scott D’Rozario
2021 – A CO’s year in review.
2021 has proven a challenging year for
22ER with the opportunities and
restrictions that COVID-19 has presented
us.
However, in true Sapper spirit, 22ER has
represented the Corps exceptionally well in
Victoria over the last 12 months. We
learned to innovate and adapt to the everchanging Operational, Training and State
Government requirements.

SEVERE WEATHER EVENT RESPONSE
Joint Task Group 629.2.1 led by 22ER, was
stood up and on task within 48 hours when
inclement weather affected more than
56,000 Victorian homes on 09 Jun 21,
some of which remained without electricity
for more than a month. 22ER mounted,
prepared and readied a tri-service Task
Unit which included 51 members from
22ER alongside other Army, Navy and Air
Force members (total members 153).

Sappers have shown their versatility across
a full spectrum of Operations and Exercises
including Operation COVID-19 Assist, Joint
Operations supporting the ADF response to
the Severe Weather Event in Victoria,
Training Support Requests and Unit/

22ER led the Tri-service Task Unit, which
was spread across the entire state with
teams in Central Highlands (Ballarat),
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Central & Southwest Gippsland and in the
Dandenongs (Yarra Ranges). The Task Unit
provided mobility support clearing 52km of
routes and reducing 336 trees as well as
providing life support (sustainability
support) through the provision of
generators
to
households
without
electricity and support to Red Cross
Australia through community engagement
and welfare checks on the local populace
delivering a total of 179 Generators and
visiting 1009 households.

Brigade attended the activity and was
impressed with the training being
conducted, as well as the skills on display.
Remote parading – Due to government
restrictions, were able to develop new and
innovative ways to keep engaged with the
membership. Squadrons conducted lessons
via ADELE(U) and the Big Blue Button. It
was a great way to keep training whilst not
exposing the Unit to the risks of COVID-19.
Worawa College - 22ER continued its
support to Worawa Aboriginal College with
construction activities Jan –Feb 21 as well
as October 21. Tasks included the
construction of a walking track, spoon
drains and dam crossings. Principal of
Worawa Aboriginal College, Dr Lois Peeler
AM (Aunty Lois) [one of the original
‘Sapphires’], will attend the end of year
weekend activity, providing a brief on
Indigenous Culture as well as her link to the
ADF.

GENERAL TRAINING / ENGAGEMENT

Construction (Other) – 22ER was able to
continue works on a multi-purpose Lysaght
building within the 22ER Compound at
Puckapunyal. This including adding
additional bays and completing the
electrical ‘fit out’. It was a really good
opportunity for the Construction team to
do some Civil and Services work. The intent
is to continue to develop the Lyasght
creating office space and a briefing area.
Construction works are due to continue in
early 2022.

IMTs - It was great to see the Regt
shakeout early in 2021 – especially seeing
some smiling faces, uniquely observing
some Plant Operators smiling after doing
IMTs. We went back to basics at IMTs, and
it should be noted the student-focused
training that WO2 Tim FARMER (SSM 8
CES) provided at the Fire and Movement
Stand showed how far the ADF has come in
raising the standard of educating our
people.

Built a bridge - 22ER provided support to
AHQ Innovation Hub Project facilitated
Fleet Agnostic Bridge Health and Use
Monitoring System (FABHUMS) by building
a 5-bay single story Medium Girder Bridge.
Yes it was only 200mm above the ground
but it allowed AHQ to drive Tanks, APCs

Demolitions – Always a great turnout for
the Regt and May 2021 saw the CE CPLs of
the Regiment provide instructions and
advice with regards to target placement
and how to use Explosives in Counter
Mobility operations. Commander 4th
6

and ASLAVs over the bridge inside the
22ER Compound.
Combined Arms Breaching Training 22ER
members had the opportunity to conduct
Suppress, Obscure, Secure, Reduce,
Assault (SOSRA) Obstacle Breaching
Training and All Arms Call For Fire in a joint
activity with 2/10 Battery (Artillery) at
Puckapunyal. Members were exposed to
the Mortar line, Command Post and
Observation Post Techniques, Tactics &
Procedures (TTPs) as well as battlefield
Suppression and Obscuration techniques.

Engineering Skills, Contingency Force
Preparedness, Combative Behaviours and
Readiness 2022 looks to be a busy yet highly
rewarding year.
We look forward to engaging with the RAE
Association (Vic) – whilst contact has been
maintained in 2021 we really want to work
more closely in 2022 now that the threat of
COVID-19 is starting to subside.

On behalf of the Unit, and from me
personally, I want to wish you all a safe and
happy festive season. It is hoped that you
will all get a break in some form, with your
loved ones, and be ready to tackle what
2022 has to bring.
Finally, 2021 provided 22ER the opportunity
to prove, once again, that it is Unit that is

Committed, Capable and Ready.

ENGINEER TRAINING FOCUS AHEAD
COVID-19 halted face-to-face training and
travel across the Eastern Seaboard during
2021. 2021 was a challenging year, but 22
ER rose to the occasion to ensure Mission
success. The momentum gained from the
final months 2021 will be carried into 2022
to ensure Operational and Training
outcomes are achieved. With a focus on

RAE Association-Vic plaques now available. Orders can
be made via our web site.
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A SUCCESSFUL REUNION

Recently Peter unearthed some exceptional
'finds’ being three identification discs for
three individual servicemen based in the
Kairi area in 1943. Two of the individuals
hailed from Victoria and the other from
South Australia.

by Jim Davis
During these very difficult times of lockdowns and restrictions it appears that
the only news we seem to receive is
bad, but I am taking the opportunity of
sharing with you a piece of news which
has a very happy outcome.
On 21st August 2021 the Association received an email from Peter McCulkin
from Queensland who describes himself
as an amateur military author, historian
and detectorist.
Over the last 18 months or so Peter and
his good mate Ian Pressley OAM – former RSM 2nd Royal Australian Regiment—have been researching and metal
detecting several locations on the Atherton Tableland in Far North Queensland
around a town called Kairi (which is
South West of Cairns and on the banks
of the Tinaroo Dam).

A shot of all the relics that Peter detected
over one week from the area where he located MAJ Drummond’s ID disc, it is the
octagonal metal disc mid shot just near a
couple of Owen Sub-machine gun bullets.
You can see by the mass of brass fittings
that there was a lot of discarded gear –
webbing, belts, kit bags were probably all
discarded after they returned from New
Guinea. Could have been for health reasons
or the gear was moldy etc. The ID discs may
have been discarded by mistake.

Peter saw that one of the ID discs belonging to a Major Richard Drummond
who was the OC of 2/9 Field Company,
RAE and who was from the East Malvern
area. He then thought it may be of particular interest to the Association. MAJ
Drummond was employed as a civil engineer prior to the war and joined the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission (SR&WSC) after the war.

This was apparently an area used as a
military base during WW2 for troops going to and returning from PNG. The Australian 7th and 9th Divisions were encamped there from mid-1943 to 1945
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stable and asked him for his advice and
assistance on how we could help Peter
expecting that he would suggest Facebook as the way to go. How wrong was
I? In usual outstanding way by the end
of the day Mel had researched the subject and had been in touch with one of
MAJ Drummond’s relatives and had also
advised Peter of this outcome enabling
him to contact the family and advise
them of the news.
Since then, there has been much email
traffic between Peter and the children
of MAJ Drummond who are most anxious to be reunited with this part of
their dad’s military service.
Peter has indicated that he would like
to travel to Victoria to present the ID
disc to the family and has suggested
maybe even doing it at the Engineer
Museum at Oakleigh but obviously we
will have to wait until COVID restrictions allow travel.
To Mel Constable: please accept the
very grateful thanks of the Association –
you have gone above and beyond and
done us proud, and to Peter McCulkin
for the exemplary contribution that you
have made in having this very important part of MAJ Drummond’s military history returned to the family and
to the Drummond family for their enthusiasm.

The Attestation Form with
Richard’s ID tags and photos

Peter sought the Association’s help in
trying to locate any surviving family
members of MAJ Drummond’s family
so that this important artifact could be
returned to them.

On further research we found that LT
Richard Drummond’s Army Number
was VX15215. One Army number before this, VX 15214, belonged to LT Norman Jelbart who marched into 2/9 Field
Coy on 10 June 1940, 18 days after Richard. The then CAPT Jelbart was the
Acting OC at that time, until Richard
was promoted to Major and took over
as OC on 13 May 1942.

My initial feeling was to put the information out on the social network and
hope that someone would recognize
MAJ Drummond and we would solve
the problem.
I sent an email to our Curator Mel Con9

Officers Nominal roll 2/9 Field Coy

Captain N.T. Jelbart, as he was then,
went on after the war to become LTCOL
N.T. Jelbart OBE and he was requested
by the Engineer-in-Chief, BRIG J. Mann
to raise the Victorian portion of the CMF
Engineers consisting of 3 Fd Engr Regt (3
Div) and 10 Indep Fd Sqn (2 Armd Bde).
LTCOL N.T. Jelbart was then appointed
as the first CRE 3 Div in June 1948. All
units were raised at the Engineer Depot
at Swan Street.

This plaque is situated at the Rocky Creek War
Memorial, along with the majority of infantry
battalions and other companies based on the
Atherton Tableland during the War. MAJ
Drummond was attached to the 2/9th Field
Company (included on the plaque).

Zenag, New Guinea,
27/2/1942 Officials watching contestants at a sports
carnival held in a creek
dammed by members of the
2/9 Field Coy RAE attended
by visitors from Sunshine
and Wampit. The carnival
proved a great success.
Identified personnel are
MAJ R. Drummond,OC 2/9
Field Coy (Judge), Sapper
GH Martin, SGT C.E. Capper,
Sapper J. McEachern ( Announcer)
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The final event at that Sports Carnival

(Australian War Memorial Collection)

LTCOL N.T. Jelbart
RAE photo collection
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Sapper Profile
Travelling through this cultural minefield,
often laced with a sprinkling of nasty booby
traps, how did this 17-year-old civilian ‘girl’
become a highly respected and well decorated
forty-year sapper veteran?

A Journey Not
Often Travelled

Kym Bishop provides us some of the answers
with her own recollections.

THE STORY OF MAJOR KYM BISHOP

The ANZAC Connection

By Sapper Summit

I guess it is only fitting that you are provided
with a little bit of my background on how a
young naïve 17-year-old girl decided to enlist
in the Australian Army and then commit to
serve her nation for a period of over forty
years.
It may have something to do with the fact that
Private (PTE) Frederick Bishop (No 475) enlist-

Enduring and robust friendships

underpin this journey of one determined female
sapper.
The journey is partly about clearing ingrained
obstacles of gender and cultural bias in a postVietnam army. It is a journey that recognises the
critical contribution women make on operations. It is also a journey that reinforces the importance of family, friends, and comrades. A
story that recognises the underlying foundation
of any good army; that sense of history, a respect for moral courage and a tenacity to win.
Pte Frederick Bishop
12

Kym (R) with Mum and Dad, sisters and brother in law.
ed into the Australian Imperial Force and was
assigned to the 13th Battalion, 4th Brigade. Prior
to embarking on the HMAT Ulysses on 22 December 1914, he underwent training at Liverpool in Sydney and Maygar Barracks in Melbourne. Landing at Gallipoli on 25 Apr 1915,
PTE Bishop later went to the Western Front as
part of the 45th Battalion, 12th Brigade.

how the young naïve 17-year-old girl enlisted
into the Australian Army. My father wanted me
to join the Navy. However, at the time they
weren’t accepting females in the Navy Reserves. So off we went to Army recruiting. I also
convinced my best friend from school, Tracey
Barnett, to come along and enlist too. I knew
we were making a huge commitment, but it
would also be an adventure!

In January 1919, Sergeant (SGT) Bishop returned to Australia, discharged, and settled in
Sandgate, Queensland, married and had 10
children. The ninth child being my father – Darryl Keith Bishop
My upbringing was strict, however very loving.
My sisters, brother and I never went without –
life was good in the Bishop household. My
mother was a dedicated wife and mother of
four. My father was an Executive who worked
for G.J. Coles Myer Ltd. He also served in the
Navy Reserve. His brothers were all in one Service or another. My father had a passion for
military history.
Kym and Tracey - first parade night

There it is!….right there!…My Father! - this is
13

Queen, Country, and the Engineers

were afforded the opportunity to undertake
RAE initial employment training (IET) at 8th
Field Sqn and then were permitted to advance
to 10th Field Sqn. We were allowed to conduct
drill with weapons and could participate in
whatever the male soldiers were training in. As
far as the Unit was concerned if you wanted to
train as an RAE sapper, it was open to all genders. To their credit, the Unit even turned a
blind eye to our lesbians.

Kym would later walk the same ground that her
grandfather had stormed on that historic landing. But first, she needed to enlist.
After completing an aptitude, medical and psychological test – we were in! To this day I still
remember signing the dotted line and swearing
allegiance to my Queen and Country. It was the
1sf of April 1981.

Comrades In Arms

Having contemplated joining the Victorian Police
Force after completing HSC, I now thought of
being allocated to military police (RACMP) and
parading at Simpson Barracks. That would be
perfect. It wasn’t meant to be as Recruiting had
other ideas – I was off to 56b Dublin Road Ringwood East.

Many soldiers often relish the unique and
powerful friendships they make in military life.
Kym’s journey highlights this.
I am not sure how the Army allocates soldiers
to accommodation. During my advanced initial
employment training (IET) at the School of Military Engineering (SME) in October 1982, I
phoned home to tell my parents that I had
been put in a room with a girl I didn’t know
and wasn’t sure if we would get on. Just another one of the challenges thrown to us by the
Army.

The word Engineers came up – what do you
mean Engineers?…….engineering? I don’t have a
degree. I don’t have a trade. I don’t have the aptitude. What the hell! But the Army in their divine wisdom decided that was it - the 7th Field
Engineer Regiment (7 FER) and 22nd Construction Regiment (22 Const Regt) became my military homes for the next 18 years.

Apparently, this female Sapper did the same
thing and phoned home about the same issue.
One thing I love about being in the military is
that we meet and form friendships with some
amazing people – for life! Sapper Amanda
“Mandy” Wilkinson has been my best friend for
forty years.

Gender Issues
Back in the early 1980s females were not permitted to conduct drill with weapons. It was illegal for gays and lesbians to serve, and females
were not allowed to be allocated to the RAE
Corps. Generally, females in the Reserves were
tolerated, and considered weak and more of a
hindrance than a capability. They were often
referred to by derogatory names.
I could honestly say that my time at 7 FER and
22 Const Regt were some of my best years of my
military Service – we had some of the best COs
(LTCOL Colin Bowater) and Cadre Staff (WO2 Eli
Sleiman, Chief Clerk) and Instructors (SGT Rex
Howes, CPL Kim Howes, CPL Andrew Daly, CPL
Wayne Crowe, and CPL James Davis - to name
just a few).
In my experience, females were respected. They

Kym and Mandy—back in the day.
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Back in the day we were as “thick as thieves”
and were called the “Sapperettes”. On one exercise, somewhere in the wilds of country Victoria, it was common in the early 1980s to have
a few quiet drinks at the end of a hard-working
day. Naturally, no alcohol was allowed in the
hoochie lines. After a particularly hard day, a
snap inspection was conducted by the Adjutant
after hearing late night party noises! Miraculously, no incriminating evidence was found.
Somewhere out in the wilds, there is are several 35-year-old bottles of port neatly buried. A
real collector’s item.

A much welcome cultural change in defence
began to emerge at about this time. Particularly with a much more sensible approach to
physical and mental wellbeing. Training, however, remained paramount.

Train Hard, Fight Easy
Training weekends and Exercises were great!
We got to do things that civilians only dreamed
of from building bridges and then blowing
them up (FACIMUS ET FRANGIMUS), mine warfare, water purification, field defences, roads &
airfields, weapon handling, infantry minor tactics, command post duties and radio/telephone
procedures. The list is nearly endless.

To this day we are still best friends and still get
up to mischief. We speak to each other two or
three times a week and go on holidays once a
year!

In the 80’s I had the opportunity as a Section
Commander to lead a female section in the 3rd
Military District (3MD) Military Skills Competition. About 20 or more teams entered from
around Victoria. We came 11th, beating a few
infantry teams!

The other great thing I cherish about the military, is the diversity of people. Whether senior
or junior, male or female, city or country, rich
or poor, all soldiers share common bonds and
common hardships

I have met a lot of interesting, talented and
dedicated people who have become good
friends during my time in the Reserves; WO1
Megan White (aka Dosser) , SPR Bodo
Boettcher, CAPT Eli Sleiman, SGT Les Norton,
CPL David Conlan, WO1 Richard Vinen and
WO1 James Davis – many of these already
mentioned above, and many more besides.
At 7 FER we would parade each week and every training weekend – rain, hail or shine we
were all there. In those days you had to submit
a leave pass and have a good excuse not to
attend; otherwise, it was “front and centre”.

Kym’s Military Skills Team in the Field

Although, I did think at one stage I had a mutiny on my hands whilst conducting a night navigation exercise (NAVEX). It was 0300 hours, we
had already completed the obstacle course,
swam with improvised flotation through freezing water, and marched in full kit with weapons
from first light the previous morning. We still
had a couple of check points to go and could
therefore gain extra points.

We worked hard but we played hard. We
would also hang out on weekends, birthday
parties, engagements, and other social events
– the Army Reserves back in the 80s was like
your family. A normal week for us was parade
on a Wednesday, go to the Boozer, then onto
Ringwood Lake and then finish up at Denny’s at
some ungodly hour, for toasties and fries. I am
sure my civilian employer noticed a sick leave
trend – Thursdays!

We had a big day ahead of us. Sleep was required to perform this last physically challeng15

ing activity. When I mentioned perhaps just one
more check point – I am sure I heard bayonets
being fixed on rifles (SLRs). It was time - the Section had given their best and I knew it was time
to rest them up. When we finally finished, I remember thinking “never again”. I could barely
walk. However, it only took one beer back at the
Boozer in Ringwood to convince me otherwise. I
was so proud of the section. The military gives
you great opportunities to discover what “real
leadership” is all about.

15 minutes grace, now has children of his own
and would reconsider his decision.

By the mid 1980’s it was time to get a recognised trade for myself. To get a pay rise after
being on the lowest pay rate possible (Pay Group
1) for six years, I took another direction in my
military career and decided to train as an Administration and Pay Clerk.

Operations Generated Change

Being a sole parent was challenging, but
through careful planning and loving support of
family and friends I was still able to realise my
dreams. My daughter Taylor is now a mature,
well-adjusted 27-year-old young lady with a
kind and loving partner, who both now have a
beautiful one year old daughter – my granddaughter.

In 1999 the Australian Army focused on East
Timor requiring an increased need for both
reserves and women. This was the initial catalyst that produced many much-needed soldiers for operations that continued into the
first two decades of the 21st century.

Fulltime Service and Motherhood

In July 1999 Kym transferred to the Australian
Regular Army and was posted to the 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment (3 CER) as the Orderly
Room Sergeant within the Regimental Headquarters. In September 1999, she had the privilege to deploy with 3 CER to East Timor on
Operation WARDEN, an experience that has
enhanced her military career substantially.

In 1999 the now SGT Bishop, who had been on
continuous full time reserve service at 22 Construction Regiment since the previous year, decided to join the regular Army.
I was a sole parent at the time and had just purchased a new home and car. Life was good. My
Chief Clerk threw some transfer papers on my
desk and said, “You love the Army so much, why
don’t you join the ARA”. He was right – I did love
the Army. After discussing with my parents and
weighing up the issue of managing a child with
no family support in any potential posting location – I again signed the dotted line and swore
allegiance to my Queen and Country, this time
as a SGT in the Regular Army.

Being born in Townsville in 1964, I was looking
forward immensely to this great opportunity. I
was the token female. No one ever asked or
questioned me about being a sole parent and if
I was ‘ready’ to deploy on exercise – or as it
turned out – operations.

Frantic activity occurred when CROC 99 was
turned off and OP WARDEN was activated. I
was trying to find out information about what
was going on – apparently it was assumed I
wasn’t going on OP WARDEN because I was a
sole parent, however, originally I was told I
was going on CROC 99, and no one questioned
my ability to deploy then……funny about that.

Back then, there was no leniency for sole parents. Only five days carers leave was given. Meticulous planning was the key. You had to plan
well ahead. At one unit in 2004, I had to report
to the Armoury before 0630 hours to sign out
my weapon. My daughter’s day care did not
open until 0630 so I had to pay someone to mind
my daughter and drop her off to care. Inevitably
and despite arriving 10 minutes early, no one
was issued a weapon until after 0700.

If it wasn’t for the CO, LTCOL Steve Day, the
RSM, WO1 Kev Vann, and the RQ, WO1 Richard Vinen, I might have been left behind. I will
forever remember the RSM calling me into his

I am sure that the young officer who denied me
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office and asking me, “are you Ready to Deploy
in three days”? There is only one possible answer from a Sergeant to their RSM, “YES SIR”
came the reply. “Then you are going” he said
with that steely, yet reassuring, tone in his
voice.

indigenous community. The local community
were the perfect hosts spoiling us with feasts of
turtle eggs, turtle, dugong and crayfish. Oh my
god, I’ve never seen so many crays. I went fishing at night and the local women got me into
basket weaving.

We deployed for about 4 months. My daughter
resided with my parents back in Melbourne. I
am forever grateful for all the love and support
my family has provided throughout my 40
years of service. They deserve a medal!

In 2005 Kym was posted to 35th Field Squadron in Townsville as the Chief Clerk. In July
2006, she reallocated to the Royal Australian
Army Ordnance Corps, and was posted in 2007
to the 3rd Combat Service Support Battalion (3
CSSB) as the Chief Clerk. The move to Ordnance Corps enabled her to progress in her
career, and at the same time providing a diverse selection of posting preferences.
In January 2008 Kym was promoted to Warrant
Officer Class One (WO1) and posted to Headquarters 8th Brigade as the Warrant Officer
Coordination. In this posting she was presented an Australia Day Award for her achievements. W01 Bishop was posted to Headquarters 17th Combat Services Support Brigade in
2011 and had the privilege to deploy to the
United Kingdom on Ex SUMAN Warrior.

A more recent phto of Kym and her Parents.

In 2013 Kym was posted to Headquarters 4th
Brigade (HQ 4 BDE) as the Brigade Chief Clerk.
This was the Brigade her grandfather served
with at Gallipoli. Kym and her parents had the
opportunity whilst Kym was posted to HQ 4
BDE, to travel to Gallipoli in 2015.

The Gallipoli Ballot
Kym relates the story behind winning a “ticket”
to the 100th commemoration service at Gallipoli in 2015:
In 2003 Kym was posted to 21st Construction
Squadron (21 Const Sqn) as the Chief Clerk and
during her tenure she deployed on the Army
Aboriginal Community Assistance Program
2004 (AACAP-04) to Bamaga, a small town
about 40 kilometres from the northern tip of
Cape York.

My mother, father and his brother Johnny went
to Turkey for the 75th Anniversary of the landing of Gallipoli in 1990. On my father’s return
he said we should go for the 100th Anniversary
as his father (SGT Frederick Bishop) was an
original ANZAC. Being 26 years old at the time I
thought sure…that’s ages away, and I would be
51 years old....so old!!!

The program provided housing, health services
and a waste management facility for the local

As time went on and the closer 2015 loomed,
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of instant happiness…tears flowed. The family
were over the moon. (My application was unsuccessful).

my parents and I would often talk about
attending the Gallipoli service for the 100th Anniversary. It wasn’t until Dec 2012 when I relocated to Melbourne for my posting to HQ 4
BDE that my father and I were discussing ANZAC Day 2015. The more we spoke about it, the
more we thought there were going to be so
many people …and then there was The Ballot.
We thought we had no hope!

Not only have I followed in my grandfather’s
footsteps by enlisting into the Army and being
posted to the same Brigade (4BDE), I also had
(with both my Mum & Dad) the absolute honour of stepping on the same soil he did 100
years prior in a place he called the ‘Peninsula’.

We decided that perhaps it would be better to
attend the 101st Anniversary as it wouldn’t be
so crowded, we were just better off postponing
the event. In the end, I said “stuff it” lets apply.

A man I never knew, a man who fought for his
King and Country, that man was my grandfather – No 475 SGT Frederick George Bishop.

Pinnacle of a Career: The Federation Star

Dad was entered as a direct descendant, and I
entered as a Veteran. On the 3 April 2014, my
father received a letter informing him (plus
one) that as a direct descendant he was successful to attend the Service at Gallipoli in
2015. That night when he phoned to inform me
of the news, it was like being given an injection

W01 Kym Bishop has spent the last five years
in Canberra at Army Headquarters as the Data
Quality Manager – Army within the Army People Capability Branch. During 2020 she was
part of the DGAPC team in Bush Fire Assist
19/20. In 2018 Kym had the opportunity to deploy on OP ACCORDION.
Over the years it has often been difficult to deploy as nearly every unit needs their people. In
August 2018 I was extremely fortunate to deploy on Operation ACCORDION to Al Minhad
Air Base (AMAB) Dubai (Camp Baird).
Our gateway to the Middle East, I was the triservice Theatre Personnel Support Centre Manager. We looked after and tracked everyone in
and out of the area of operations. For me, it
was a real culmination of all the skills and
training over my forty-year career. I have been
blessed with both the people and opportunities
that have come my way.
In January 2021, after a couple of attempts,
Kym was finally commissioned to the rank of
Major, and posted to the Army Personnel Support Unit as the Detachment Commander
within the Transfer and Transition Detachment
Victoria / Tasmania. This team provides support, co-ordination, and administrative oversight to personnel and their families, and command, through the transfer and transition process, and when wounded, injured or ill.
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Editor’s Note:

On 01 April 2021 Kym was awarded the Federation Star to the Defence Long Service Medal
for over 40 years of dedicated and loyal service
in the Australian Army. Kym was presented the
Federation Star by the Commander 4th Brigade,
Brigadier Matt Burr, on the 28th November
2021 – a fitting tribute to both Kym and her
family’s close history with the 4th Brigade.

8247303/F357880 Major Kym Marie Bishop’s honours
and awards include:
•Australian Active Service Medal with clasp EAST
TIMOR
•The International Forces East Timor Medal
•Australian Operational Service Medal - Greater Middle East Operations
•Defence Long Service Medal and Federation Star

•Australian Defence Medal
•Australia Day Medallion
The Defence Long Service medal
with Federation Star

Kym concludes:
“There are mistakes that I have made – but I

have always reflected and acknowledged them
– I have learnt to move on. I believe in being
the best you can be – if you are not successful
at something – try again! Be kind to yourself –
self-care is important. I am grateful that the
Army has brought out the best in me.
I have observed many good leaders and had
various Mentors – the one that stands out the
most, is my father.”
Once a Sapper Always a Sapper,

Kym Bishop
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countries. I am able to contact them by Email
or Messenger on Facebook. At times we have
had to contact members in the same time
zones to assist a member in a different country. This is usually done by phone or messenger.

RAE OVERWATCH
by Bob Ihlien

We have a 24/7 phone number 1800 699 2824
which is manned by Coordinators and Administrators from the different overwatch Facebook
pages. Two of us Sappers from NSW are on the
roster. (Thankfully, during the lockdowns the
phone calls have been very few).

Having been a member of Overwatch Australia
since January 2016, I was asked to be the National Coordinator for RAE. Naturally, I accepted and have since been able to help many sappers on their sometimes-difficult journeys in
life.

As we are all volunteers there is not much expense to the group as we all use our own Mobile Phones and Computers. There is a cost to
run the 1800 number which is controlled by
the Overwatch Australia Secretary (a volunteer
position).

Originally RAR Overwatch founded in 2013 as a
first response organization for former Royal
Australian Regiment, Special Air Service Regiment and 2 Commando Regiment soldiers
brought about by a spate of suicides within the
veteran community.

When there is a call for help, most times we
contact the state Police and request a welfare
check to be carried out on the person if they
are in danger of self-harm. To do this we need
a Mobile phone number and the state and
town location of the person we are concerned
about. Most times we can get the person to
Hospital and have them treated. We usually
follow up with a phone call to them after they
have left hospital.

Early in 2015 RAR Overwatch changed to encompass all services and the name was
changed to Overwatch Australia. RAE Overwatch was born.
Overwatch Australia has members in every
state of Australia and many other parts of the
world.

We always welcome new Sappers to be part of
the RAE Overwatch network. All ranks, trades,
and type of service in any location can make
the difference in saving a life.

I was surprised to learn that Overwatch
Australia has members in the following
countries: CAMBODIA, CANADA, FIJI, FINLAND,
FRANCE, GERMANY, HONG KONG, INDONESIA,
MALAYSIA, MALI, MEXICO, NEW ZEALAND,
NORWAY, PAPUA NEW GUINEA, PHILIPPINES,
SINGAPORE, SOUTH AFRICA, THAILAND, THE
NETHERLANDS, TIMOR, UAE, UK, USA, and VIETNAM.

As the RAE Coordinator I vet those that request to join to make sure that they are Sappers. I also seek their suburb location and
phone number. As our Facebook page is a
working page. We don’t have jokes, bad language or advertisements that are not in the
interest of the Sapper Community.

RAE Overwatch is represented in most of these
To contact Overwatch Australia, please use the following links:
www.facebook.com/overwatchaustralia/
www.overwatchaustralia.org.au/contact.html
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Restoration of Gun Carriages at Fort Queenscliff
Over the years the Royal Australian Engineers have helped restore a few displays and are currently
establishing an area to show their involvement in the Fort Queenscliff history.
In 1993, 91 Forestry Troop (55 Resources Squadron) Royal Australian Engineers, undertook to
rebuild the 1861, 80 Pounder Gun Carriage at Fort Queenscliff.
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.
Just
recently the Royal Australian Engineers Association was asked if we could arrange for two
more gun carriages to be restored, one being for a 32 pounder cannon and the other for a 64
pounder cannon. The RAE Association (Vic) together with a building company, Melcon, decided to
take on this exciting job.
The gun carriages that were to be replaced had seen better days as the weight of the cannons
they were supporting, the timber that was used and the extreme weather to which they were
subjected, all took its toll.

Recycled yellow gum timber that was originally part of the pier at Cowes, Phillip Island was
sourced from a supplier in Kinglake. This of course meant a lot of steel needed to be removed
before machining took place.

Finding the hidden steel

Pressing out the steel using
a modified wood splitter
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The trove of recovered steel

Shaping the components started with the sides then the axles (these had to be joined to obtain
the sizes required), then transoms and wedges for aiming the cannon.
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The steelwork required was for bolts, tie down rings, cannon clamps and pins and a new set of
wheels, utilising metalworkers and blacksmiths to form and roll the parts before welding it all
together.
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After painting, final assembly and delivery to site. Gun carriages weighed about 500 Kgs and the
cannons one at 2360 Kg and the other at 3100Kg

The Royal Australian Engineers Association (Vic) is proud to be associated with Fort Queenscliff
Museum. Soon we will be setting up an area showcasing the RAE as they have had long
connections with the Fort dating back to its foundations.

Tours of the Fort leave from the front gates (cnr of King St and Gellibrand St). email
bookings at museum@fortqueenscliff.com.au or Geraldine on 0410 512 472

Facimus et Frangimus
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IN DOGS
WE TRUST

oured photographs to help highlight the story.
But we canines are happy with the black and
white images.
The book is dedicated in perpetual memory of
Sappers Darren Smith and Jacob Moerland
along with EDD HERBIE - KIA Afghanistan 7
June 2010.

We are the WAR DOG Team
and this is our story…..
Book review by Zeus
Canine Correspondent

The Sapper Corps Museum in Sydney despatched me George Hulse’s latest enthralling
read – “In Dogs We Trust”.
Containing many great yarns, it chronicles the
dizzying pace of the story of Australian Military
Working Dogs since the 1950s. Lazing back in
my kennel, I bounced quickly through the fascinating and informative journey of these War
Dogs. My emotions shifted from elation,
through awe, to sometimes sadness.
The well written book highlights the extraordinary capabilities that canines, and their handlers, bring to the sharp end of national defence both at home and abroad. Good War
Dogs are a ‘force multiplier’.
My two favourite stories involve Mark “Donno”
Donaldson VC and DEVIL, a Belgian Malinois,
and Graham “Pommie” Ellis with BAILEY, a Labrador x Greyhound.
The operators from the West naturally wanted
to combine the traditional canine war dog capabilities of man-work, explosive detection and
being able to be controlled by any team member. DEVIL relished in being part of an SASR
patrol, or pack. DEVIL’S innate natural instincts
of protecting ‘his pack’, and making independent decisions to achieve that, even in the nastiest of encounters, proved invaluable and saved
lives.
BAILEY’s exploits as an explosive detection dog
(EDD) in 2002 nearly earnt him a personal
commendation from Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II. His heroic actions in protecting the
realm that day, along with a few mishaps,
makes exhilarating reading. All Sappers can
have days like that!
Humans probably would have enjoyed col-

In Dogs We Trust is available from the Australian Army Museum of Military Engineering:
aamme.mailbox@defence.gov.au

Editor’s note: War dog tactics didn’t always
work out. During WW2 the Russian army
trained dogs as anti tank weapons. The dogs
had a mine strapped to their back and were
trained to run under a tank and a trigger device on top of the mine would detonate it.
They trained on stationary Russian tanks. In
action, the dogs were scared of moving tanks
and so ran along side them, making easy targets for the Germans. Given the choice of
stationary tanks, they had a preference for the
more familiar Russian models.
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Dust to Dust

the yummy food in the pie shops!
Buddy went on to explain “sometimes, when a
funeral service is taking place, the grieving relatives are really distraught. My other unofficial
job, is to sidle up to them and offer comfort”.
I can just imagine Buddy wandering into a funeral service to offer his loving condolences.

Meat Pies & Vanilla Slices!
By ZEUS
CANINE CORRESPONDENT
My good mate Buddy and I regularly catch up
at our local footy oval. Buddy is a three-legged
German Shepherd from north of the Yarra.
He’s a bit older than me and a great story
teller!

Although he looks pretty big and scary, he has
a heart of gold, and is a good friend in need!
Buddy and his human love their job. I might
have to talk my human into a road trip!

We play with our balls, yap about old times,
and chin wag about our humans. As puppies,
we both loved digging holes and chewing old
boots. Those were the days!
We got yapping one day and realised both our
humans also love digging holes. Mine as a soldier and builder, digging defensive positions in
the Army and footings on construction sites.
He also digs up landmines and builds field latrines in third world countries.
Buddy’s human has a very special job. He
works for the Office of Australian War Graves
and deals with holes every day. He specialises
in maintaining the headstones and commemorative plaques in pristine condition.
Buddy described his work: “As we travel
around the countryside in the Ute and visit all
the War Cemeteries where our servicemen and
women are buried, my job is to supervise a safe
job site and make sure our campsite in the local
caravan park is secure and cosy”.

Buddy showing me his important
work at Anderson’s Creek Cemetery 22 July 2021.

My ears pricked up when Buddy described all
the pie shops he visits. Buddy reckons “every
little town that has a graveyard also has an
‘Award-Winning’ pie shop! They always have
the ‘Best Meat Pies’ and the most ‘Scrumptious
Vanilla Slices’ in the country!”

Editors Note: A few days after this photo was
taken, Buddy succumbed to further cancers
that had originally taken his leg. RIP Buddy.

Wow I thought, Buddy has a great job – travelling around the country in a Ute, checking out
all the holes in the cemeteries, and, tasting all
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Remembrance Day Observance 2021
As usual, Victorian Sappers commemorated the courage and sacrifice of all Veterans and their
families at a variety of locations around the State.
At the Ringwood Clocktower Memorial Bill Van Ree laid a wreath on behalf of all Members of the
Association. 22ER provided the catafalque party for the ceremony, and a group of Association
members was also in attendance.

Similarly, at the Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital Don Hughes and Zeus laid a wreath at the
Sappers Lane Engineer Memorial and at the Peacekeeper & Peacemaker Memorial.
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Early on Remembrance Day, our Mascot Zeus, met up with the Prime Minister at the Doncaster
RSL and had breakfast with him.

The breakfast was to support the families of two soldiers killed in Afghanistan, Private Greg
Sher from 1st Commando Regiment in a rocket attack in Oruzgan Province on 4 January 2009,
and Lieutenant Marcus Case from 6th Aviation Regiment in a helicopter crash on 30 May 2011.
Felix and Yvonne Sher along with Bernard and Lee Case, the proud but grieving parents, were
humbly grateful for the sincere support of local veterans.
We remember all Sappers, from all conflicts, and all operations.

Peacekeepers at the Shrine of Remembrance

Inspector Janet Mitchell

LEST WE FORGET
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EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED

‘recently discovered’ live unexploded ordnance
(UXO).

By CPL Justin Powell (5/6 RVR)

What we found, amazed us! The ‘find’ included: 1 X 155mm Artillery Projectile embedded
in the ground on an angle, along with 245 X
37mm US AT shells and a US M2 Hand Grenade, all stacked neatly behind a fence. All
remnants of the ferocious WWII battle some
60 years previously.

Fundamental to the daily routine of any second-in-command of a Section, is resupply. You
must also - expect the unexpected.
Multiple Deployments (RAMSI)
Deployed to the Regional Assistance Mission in
the Solomon Islands (RAMSI), as a LCPL I was
resupplying my Section at a forward operating
base (FOB), on an almost daily basis.

Despite not having a map or standard Bomb
Report (BOMREP) with us, I knew by experience, I needed to report this to our HQ immediately.

Seconded from the 4th/3rd Battalion, Royal New
South Wales Regiment (4/3 RNSWR), the Section’s deployment would last 5 months.

The RAMSI HQ operations officer (OPSO) guided us through the standard BOMREP format.
When a location grid reference was required: I
replied “what is your grid reference? Just add
100 metres if you look to the left out of your
door, I’ll give you a wave to confirm it!”

Many are unaware that Australia committed
30 similar rotations to RAMSI. Over a 14-year
period between 2003-2017, a total of 7,220
Australian military and police personnel deployed on this regional assistance operation,
including 2,122 Reservists. Two members, Private Jamie Clark and Protective Service Officer
Adam Dunning, paid the ultimate sacrifice.

Mission Accomplished
The ordnance was ultimately dealt with. Since
then, I always carry a GPS, mine marking tape
and standard format procedures with me on
operations. Also, I always expect the unexpected.

Operation Helpem Fren and Operation Anode
focused on being a good neighbour alongside
other Pacific Nations helping the Solomon Islands resolve long-standing tensions over deep
seated problems of land alienation and ethnic
violence.
Colonel and Associate Professor Bob Breen
OAM, has written volume five of the official
history of peace, humanitarian and post-Cold
War operations; The Good Neighbour, AWM,
2016. It covers peace support operations in the
Pacific Islands between 1980 and 2006, including Bougainville and the Solomon Islands.

A typical find of UXO in the Solomons

The Unexpected
During the 16th rotation of RAMSI in 2008, LCPL
Garth O’Connell and I were travelling in a land
rover from our daily resupply task to the
RAMSI HQ at Guadalcanal. Hailed down by locals, we were ushered to inspect some

Another cache prepared for demolition
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The Royal Children's Hospital
Fundraising Appeal

Editor’s Note: Now promoted to Corporal Powell, as a Section Commander in the 5th/6th
Battalion, Royal Victoria Regiment (5/6 RVR),
Justin has also served in Timor Leste, on Border Protection Operations and numerous Assistance Operations at home.
Justin is currently the Veteran Liaison officer
for Melbourne Legacy - helping our returned
Veterans. Garth is employed as the WWII curator at the Australian War Memorial (AWM).
The BOMREP written that day, is on display at
the AWM.

by Eric (Jock) Howatt
Since 1988, back in the days of 7 Field Engineer
Regiment, we have been collecting for the Royal Children's Hospital each Good Friday.
Over the years there have been a number
leadership and name changes to the Regiment,
now 22 Engineer Regiment. Throughout all
these changes, for 33 years the Regimental CO
and the leadership team have supported our
Group "22 Engineer Regiment and Friends" in
our cause to support & raise funds for the Kids
at the Royal Children's Hospital.

Further news: readers will have heard of the
recent deployment of 23 AFP personnel and 50
ADF troops to the Solomons following further
unrest in the Islands. Hopefully they will also
be aware of the UXO danger.

The first Good Friday (1988) involved pushing a
wheelbarrow which had a " Dummy Soldier in
Uniform" from Ringwood to the collection
point at the Herald Sun building in Flinders
street this required lots of soldiers & friends to
keep the wheelbarrow going and collecting
money along the way.

SAUSAGE EATING SEASON
A NOTE FROM ZEUS—CANINE CORRESPONDENT

As springtime unfolds and summer approaches, the BBQ’s get fired up.
One of my favourite culinary delights is the
humble sausage.
Usually in November, I help my human selling
Poppies, and everyone talks about horses
running around in circles.
A treat awaited me this year - a visit to the
Doncaster RSL. The biggest BBQ I had ever
seen was sizzling away with dozens of yummy
looking snags.
We lined up to receive our delicacy. The new
cook was a bit slow. I think he was still under
training as everyone was giving him advice
and taking his photo.
I got my yummy sausage and signalled to him
that a few more would not go astray. My quizzical eyebrow and head tilt technique didn’t
seem to work.
After the cook gave a big talk to all his customers, he came over and gave me lots of
pats.
I was keen to get to my next sausage sizzle at
the Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital. I know
the cook there personally.

My son Adam was undergoing treatment at
that time and helped with the collection in
1988 but died a few months after.
After that first year we were allocated the intersections that we have today in front of the
Hospital and over the years have added to our
collection points. Over those years we always
collected on Good Friday but the Regiment did
so much more.
When Adam first started his treatment in 1986
we stayed at Ronald McDonald House for nearly 3 years. At that time 18 Families could stay
there to be close to their children at the hospital across the road, and over a 5 year period
we would put on a Christmas in July or other
culinary events and provide everything to whoever was staying in the house at the time.
Each year we would decorate Ward 6 East at
Christmas and give out presents to the kids in
the ward. In 1996 ward 6 East was the Cancer
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collecting money on Good Friday it has been so
much more.

Ward of the Children's Hospital and at that
time it was found that the air conditioning system was contaminated, so that the whole ward
and children would have to be moved to the
9th floor.

There are many stories of support that this
Regiment and Friends have done to support
the kids at the Royal Children's over the last 33
Years. The last 2 years have been especially
challenging with everything that's going on but
we adapted by the use of the virtual tin and
with your support we still were able to raise
this Year $30,143 which is our best total ever.

This was going to cost 6 East many thousands
of dollars for the move which would come out
of their ward allocation for funds and take over
a week for the move!!!!
You guessed it - I suggested that if I got approval from the CO at the time we would move
the whole ward from the 6th floor to the 9th
floor.

Without your support and that of the Commanding Officers & their Staff over the last 33
Years this would be an impossible task.
I would like to thank LT COL Scott D'Rozario
and his staff this year for supporting our group
“22 Engineer Regiment and Friends" and look
forward to the support of the Regiment in the
years to come.

We got the approval for the move and began
early on the Saturday morning - by 8 o'clock
that night we had moved the whole ward. That
included absolutely everything on the 6th floor
(including the kids) relocated to the 9th floor
as if nothing had changed, as the floor plan
was the same - everything went in the same
spot only on a different floor.
This was a fantastic achievement for the Regiment because when I first proposed that we
do the move I was told (by the Hospital Admin)
that it would take a week and it was impossible
to do it in a day!!!!!
I guess they did not consider the Power of the
Sapper.

The photo is from the Good Friday Appeal
recognition of the support of the Regiment.
Regards,
Jock
09th August 2021

So over the years it has not just been about
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Some of the twenty-four distinguished guests
who attended included: The Right Honourable
Lord Baden-Powell and Lady Baden-Powell,
The Hon Wendy Baden-Powell, The Hon John
Kennedy MP for Hawthorn representing The
Hon Shaun Leane Minister for Victorian Veterans, The Hon Nick Wakeling MP for Ferntree
Gully, two Councillors Representing the City of
Melbourne and one Councillor for the City of
Port Phillip.

BOER WAR DAY SERVICE
SHRINE OF REMEMBRANCE 2021
By Peter Wilmot
President, Boer War Association Victoria
On a glorious Melbourne winter’s day, the Victorian Boer War Day service was conducted on
Sunday 27 June. For the Australian and New
Zealanders who fought in the Boer War, it honoured those who did not come home.
More than 23,000 Australian nurses and soldiers served alongside New Zealand, Canadian,
British, Indian and various African Colonial
units in the Boer War with over 1000 paying
the supreme sacrifice (our third highest casualties in war after the First and Second world
wars).
The parade assembled at the lower forecourt
of ANZAC Parade under parade commander
Lieutenant Colonel (Retd) Don Hughes and his
trusty sidekick - Zeus. The parade was led by
the Rats of Tobruk Pipes and Drums followed
by the Boer War re-enactment group. Flags
and banners of the Victorian Boer War Association Victoria were then followed by distinguished guests including Scouts, Girl Guides
and a strong contingent of descendants.

Major General Jim Barry AM MBE RFD ED
(Retd) and Major General Jeffrey Rosenfeld AC
OBE were also in attendance. Colonel Jan
McCarthy ARRC (Retd), a Vietnam War Army
Nursing Matron, recited the poem With French
to Kimberley, and Dr Robert Webster OAM, the
State President of the Victorian RSL, The Ode.

Inviting the Victorian President of the Royal
Engineers Association and their Mascot to be
parade commander, was most appropriate.
Although no formed Sapper units served in the
Boer War, Don Hughes was the Australian Service Contingent Commander in Southern Africa
(Mozambique) for Peacekeeping and Demining
operations in 1994-1995. Zeus represented the
multitude of animals that also made a significant contribution during the Boer War.
Major Arthur Gale DSD, a New Zealand Ar-

On reaching the Eternal Flame and the Cenotaph at midday, the service commenced. Lieutenant Colonel (Retd) Neil Smith AM was the
Master of Ceremonies. The Commemoration
address was given by Major Arthur Gale DSD
from the New Zealand Defence Force.
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in (later Major-General Robin), reached South
Africa on the 23rd of November 1899.

moured Officer currently on a long-term
posting at Puckapunyal, was awarded a Distinguished Service Decoration in Afghanistan.

Conditions of service for the troops were
somewhat different to those experienced today. Volunteers were given minimal training
and expected to provide their own horses and
equipment, costing about £25 (in today’s
terms – $5,500 AUD)
New Zealand ultimately sent 10 contingents to
South Africa, totalling 6,500 volunteer troops
and 8,000 horses. Along with doctors, nurses,
veterinary surgeons and a small number of
school teachers. 71 New Zealanders were
killed in action or died of wounds; 26 were accidentally killed, and 133 died of disease. They
fought alongside soldiers from Australia, Canada, India, and the British colonies in South Africa.
One of these New Zealanders was a Wellington
man named William James Hardham; the son
of George Hardham, a labourer, and his wife,
Ann Gregory. A blacksmith by trade, William
Hardham was also a talented rugby player who
represented Wellington. About 5ft9” and
weighing only 76kgs, but described as a 'fast
dashing forward, full of go from kick-off to
cease play'.

Major Arthur Gale and Peter Wilmot

Below is the address given by
Major Arthur Gale DSD
I acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the
land on which we are gathered. I pay my respects to their Elders, past and present, and
the Aboriginal Elders of other communities
who may be here today.

Hardham began his military career in the
1890s and in March 1900 enlisted as a farrier
sergeant in the Fourth Contingent, known as
the Rough Riders, most of which were
horsemen and marksmen. He arrived in South
Africa in May and saw a considerable amount
of action. Near Naauwpoort in Transvaal, on
the 28th of January 1901, a patrol of New
Zealanders
(including
Hardham)
was
ambushed by a Boer force. As the New
Zealanders began to withdraw, Trooper John
McRae was wounded, and his horse killed.
Hardham, under heavy fire, at once went to his
assistance. He placed McRae on his own horse
and ran alongside until he had guided him to
safety.

Good afternoon Ladies and Gentlemen, distinguished guests,
The Boer War was a significant event in the
history of Australia and New Zealand. It was
the first full commitment by all the Australian
Colonies to a foreign war and it was the first
overseas conflict to involve New Zealand
troops.
On the 28th of September 1899, the New Zealand Parliament voted, overwhelmingly, in favour of offering Britain a contingent of mounted riflemen for service in South Africa against
the Boers – two weeks before the Boer War
was declared.
The First Contingent of New Zealand troops,
under the command of then Major Alfred Rob-

For this act of conspicuous gallantry, Hardham
was the first New Zealander to be awarded the
Victoria Cross for service overseas; the only
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New Zealander so honoured in the South
African War.

splendid, and although he has crossed the last
goal line his spirit still lives.'

After he returned to New Zealand Hardham
continued to play rugby for Wellington and
became
heavily
involved
in
rugby
administration. He served on the management
committee of the Wellington Rugby Football
Union and became a life member. He is
remembered in a senior club trophy, the
Hardham Cup.

During the Boer War, selfless acts like that of
William Hardham were also displayed by
Australians Frederick Bell, John Bisdee, Neville
Howse, Leslie Maygar, James Rogers, Guy
Wylly and undoubtedly many others from
Australia, New Zealand and other British
colonies who were not formally recognised in
the same way. Australia and New Zealand’s
troops went to South Africa under similar
conditions and circumstances. A truth that
would play out many times as the history of
our nations would unfold. We share similar
values and a relationship unlike any other.
When faced with adversity we have risen to
the challenge and in many cases stood, quite
literally, side by side.

Hardham saw further military service in the
First World War as a captain in the Wellington
Mounted Rifles. He was sent to Gallipoli where
he was severely wounded; a comrade who
came to his aid was fatally wounded. While
convalescing in Wellington, Hardham married
Constance Evelyn Parsonson; they were to
have no children. Determined to return to
active service and, after securing the necessary
medical clearance, he served with the
Wellington Mounted Rifles again, this time in
Palestine between April and October 1918
where he was promoted to major.

Today we remember all soldiers, who have lost
their lives, were injured, wounded, or
returned. Many of whom share the same
character and spirit as Major William James
Hardham, VC.
Lest we Forget

After contracting malaria, Hardham was
returned to New Zealand. Because of the
effects of his wounds and illness he could not
resume working as a blacksmith and had to
find less physically demanding employment.
During the difficult years following the war he
worked to promote the interests of returned
soldiers. He was closely associated with the
Wellington Returned Soldiers' Association and
was for a time the club manager. As a member
of the Wellington Citizens' War Memorial
Committee, he helped organise the annual
ANZAC Day commemorations.
On the 13th of April 1928, William Hardham
died at his home in Wellington; aged 51,
survived by his wife.

DID YOU KNOW?
During WW1, soldiers on both sides used metal
shields when acting as spotters for snipers. These
were made from whatever steel scrap could be
scrounged, and were usually enough to stop a rifle
bullet. Some unsung hero discovered that if they
removed the projectile from a round and replaced
it backwards (thus firing it blunt end first) it had
more penetrating power and effectively became an
armour piercing round.

William Hardham was a quiet, modest man
(initially reluctant to wear his Victoria Cross on
official occasions). He was a popular and much
respected soldier and sportsman who put
service to others before self-interest. It was
said of him that his 'ideals were high, his work

Source: “Tank Killers” by Ian Hogg (Pan Books 1996)
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RAE Order of the Day: 5th November 2021
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RAE VICTORIA HONOURS & AWARDS
Victorian sappers work tirelessly to undertake the defence and protection of Australia.
From time to time, individuals make exceptional contributions that deserve special recognition.
In 2021 the following Royal Australian Engineer awards have been made:
Royal Australian Engineers
Brigadier General C.H. Foott CB, CMG RAE Annual Award
Jim Davis: As the Honorary Secretary of the Royal Australian Engineers Association of Victoria since its inception in 2014, Jim Davis has underpinned the essential ethos of what it
means to be a sapper. He tirelessly works to ensure administrative procedures transform
into practical outcomes that not only support individual sappers but also the Corps mission of supporting the interests of Australia.
Royal Australian Engineers Head of Corps Commendation
Graeme Lambert: As Editor of the Royal Australian Engineers Association of Victoria magazine Sapper Summit, Graeme Lambert has been awarded a Head of Corps Commendation. This recognises Graeme’s tireless work in producing an exceptional magazine recognised Australia wide.
Colonel A.H. ‘Sandy’ McGregor MC Award for Most Outstanding Lieutenant ARes
Lieutenant Emily Mirabella: As the Plant Troop Commander in 105th Construction Squadron, Lieutenant Mirabella has been recognised as the most outstanding Army Reserve
Lieutenant Australia wide.
Warrant Officer Class One R. ‘John’ Radditz OAM Award for Most Outstanding NonCommissioned Officer ARes
Corporal Robert Camilleri: As a Section Commander in 105th Construction Squadron, Corporal Camilleri has been recognised as the most outstanding Army Reserve NonCommissioned Officer Australia wide.
Royal Australian Engineers Association of Victoria
Awards to 22nd Engineer Regiment
Within the serving sappers of 22nd Engineer Regiment the following awards have been announced:
Best Junior Officer
Lieutenant Kelly Williams: As a Troop Commander in 10th Combat Engineer Squadron
and as a 4th Brigade Liaison Officer on domestic operations.
Best Junior Non-Commissioned-Officer
Lance Corporal Bryce Hamilton: As an acting Section Commander within 10th Combat Engineer Squadron particularly during domestic operations.
Best Sapper
Sapper Thomas Morley: As an Operator Specialist Vehicle and Instructor on numerous
domestic operations.
Australian Army Soldiers’ Medallion for Exemplary Service
Lance Corporal S. Marriott
Sapper S. Pang
All Victorian sappers strive for excellence. We congratulate all recipients of awards this year.
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22nd ENGINEER REGIMENT PARADE
5th DECEMBER 2021
By Jim Davis

masks!!!)
In addition to the BBQ the RAE Association
supports the Regiment and its Sappers with
annual awards for those members of the Regiment selected as being the most outstanding
during 2021 and these went to:

After an absence of 2 years due to COVID restrictions the Regiment was once again able to
hold a final parade to celebrate a very difficult
and disruptive year and acknowledge the outstanding Sappers of the Regiment with promotions and awards. There were also several farewells.

Most outstanding Sapper SPR Thomas Morley
Most outstanding JNCO LCPL Bryce Hamilton

Most outstanding Jr Officer LT Kelly Williams
The Association was invited to attend and contributed to the day with a BBQ sausage sizzle
which was manned by Bill van Ree, along with
Don Hughes (and Zeus – who devoured any
scraps), Michael Potts and his granddaughter
Chloe Potts, “Jock” Howatt, Kevin Moss, Tony
Jackson, Duncan Howarth and Neil Christie. Ian
Larner also helped with cooking and serving –
Ian brought along some wonderful special
snags that he shared around. Jim Davis was
kept very busy with photography duties.

LTCOL D’Rozario addressed those in attendance and gave a brief update on developments
and plans within the Regiment. He thanked the
Regiment members for their contribution and
went on to acknowledge the recently announced Head of Corps awards in which the
Regiment featured very well by gaining 3 of
the Australia wide awards:

Margaret Handte and her Mum Ursula opened
the Engineer Room (previously the Old Sappers
Rooms) to allow people to view the memorabilia held there.

Most Outstanding Jnr Officer Ares:
LT Emily Mirabella

Most outstanding JNCO Ares:
CPL Rob Camilleri

In addition Jim Davis received the award for his
contribution to the Corps. *

The parade was conducted at Oakleigh Barracks and was hosted by the Commanding
Officer of the 22nd Engineer Regiment – LTCOL
Scott D’Rozario who was assisted by the RSM
WO1 Mark Everingham with about 120 Sappers in attendance. This was also a training
weekend for the Regiment.

A full list of promotions (with photos) is given
on the following pages.
Jim Davis
*
EDITOR'S NOTE:

The day was not only an opportunity for the
Regiment to say “thank you” to its sappers
who have provided outstanding service to Victoria over the last few years but also participate in promotions and awards and to come
together for the first time in such a long time
in a face-to-face environment and renew
friendships and socialise (without face

Jim is being typically modest here: he has been honoured with The Brigadier General CH Foott CB, CMG Award for an individual who has rendered
outstanding and significant support or service to the Corps of Royal Australian Engineers. This is a once a year award Australia wide.
It is a significant award, and an appropriate recognition of Jim's long service
both as a serving soldier and as Secretary of our Association. His tireless
work in keeping the Committee on track, coupled with his encyclopaedic
knowledge of the workings of the Military Machine, not to mention that he
seems to know everybody who is anybody in the RAE (and their partners
and kids and dog's names too) makes him an indispensable asset to our
organisation.

Well done and well deserved, Jim.
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22 ER Awards and Promotions
for 2021
Presented by LTCOL Scott D’Rozario
05th December 2021
LCPL NOVACCO TO CPL

LCPL Appleby – DLSM
CPL Vogl - DLSM
LCPL Novacco – promotion to CPL
LCPL Hamilton – promotion to CPL
CPL Camilleri – promotion to SGT

LCPL HAMILTON TO CPL

SGT White – promotion to WO2
SGT Duffey – promotion to WO2 (Jarryd)
LT Mirabella – RAE ARES LT of the year
SPR Morley – RAE Association Sapper of the
year
LCPL Hamilton – RAE Association JNCO of the
year
LT Williams – RAE Association LT of the year

CPL CAMILLERI TO SGT

SPR Fossett – Army Bronze Commendation
LT Williams – Army Bronze Commendation
LCPL Pang – Soldiers Medallion for Exemplary
Service

SGT DUFFEY
TO WO2

LCPL Marriott – Soldiers Medallion for Exemplary Service
Presented by Commander 2 DIV on 30th November 2021

SGT Hall – promotion to WO2
WO2 Stevens – 2nd clasp DLSM
CAPT Preston – Australian Service Medal with
Clasp KOREA
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SGT WHITE
TO WO2

LT PLANT

LT JAKUBOWICZ

CPL VOGL—DLSM

LCPL Pang – Soldiers
Medallion for Exemplary
Service

LCPL APPLEBY—DLSM

SPR Fossett –
Army Bronze
Commendation

LT OVANOVICH

LT Williams –
Army Bronze
Commendation

LT KIMBERLEY
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LT MIRABELLA –
COL A.H.’SANDY’ McGREGOR
MC AWARD

CPL CAMILLERI—
WO1 R. ‘JOHN’
RADDITZ AWARD

SPR MORLEY—RAE ASSOC SAPPER OF THE YEAR

JIM DAVIS—BRIG. GEN.
C.HJ.FOOTT AWARD

CPL HAMILTON—RAE ASSOC JNCO OF THE YEAR

LT WILLIAMS—RAE ASSOC LIEUTENANT OF THE YEAR
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Senior RAE Appointments
Lieutenant Colonel Greg Mirabella
is now a Federal Senator for Country Victoria.
Major General Stephen Day AM, DSC
has been appointed State President Queensland RSL
Brigadier Michael Say
has been promoted to Head of Corps RAE and Commander 7th
Brigade
Warrant Officer Class One Sean Chainey OAM, DSM
has been promoted to Regimental Sergeant Major 7th Brigade.
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WELFARE AND WELLBEING
RINGWOOD RSL President’s Column

The catafalque party was provided by
members of the 22nd Engineer Regiment and
as usual their turnout and drill was of a high
professional standard. The Sub Branch remains
very thankful for the support provided by
members of the Regiment.
As well as the main ceremony at the Clock
Tower the Senior Vice President conducted a
Last Post ceremony in the Ringwood Town
Square with the assistance of Rod Burton who
sounded the bugle call. An appreciative crowd
paused for a minute’s silence throughout the
precinct.

Remembrance Day 2021
Ringwood Sub Branch President’s
Remembrance Day Address

The Sub Branch Remembrance Day service at
the Clock Tower Memorial Park this year was
attended by a smaller than usual but
appreciative number of members from the
local community including some of those
working on the building adjacent to the park.
There were a number of restrictions and
features due to the Government requirements
for the Sub Branch to ensure the event was
conducted in a “COVID safe” way but these in
no way impeded the conduct of the
commemoration. My thanks go to those who
helped arrange the service and those who
participated. The Sub Branch Chaplain Ps
Tristan Forrest began proceeding with the
Poem “The Poppy” by Paul Hunter which was
followed by the Last Post ably sounded by Luke
Barr from the Ringwood Secondary College.
The Federal Assistant Treasurer Mr Michael
Sukkar contributed by reciting the poem “One
Thousand Men Are Walking” which was
composed by Joshua Dyer in 2019 at the age
of 14. The Chaplain also led all attending in
prayers for those serving, veterans, and their
families.

Ladies and gentlemen thank you for joining
with us to remember the sacrifices of the
members of our defence force. We particularly
pay tribute to those who laid down their lives
so that we could safely live in this country of
ours with the only restrictions on our freedoms
being those we have willingly assented to for
the common benefit of all our citizens.
Those 102,000+ Australians who died in battle
and those who suffered lifelong injuries
including the invisible wounds we still combat
today have passed the torch of freedom to us.
This is a legacy we must not let diminish. We
owe it to them to hold these freedoms as
precious jewels to pass on to our future
generations so they have the opportunities to
live fruitful and meaningful lives contributing
the betterment of mankind.
However I fear we have already lost some of
this legacy in the way the Nation and State
have responded to the spread of the corona
virus. It has been too easy for our governments
and their unelected officials to impose
restrictions on the community in the name of
our safety. These restrictions have been put in
place with as far as I can tell little or no
consultation or debate by parliaments and
with the justification for these actions being

John Wick from the Ringwood RSL Pipe Band
played a lament as the wreaths were being laid
and piped the members back to the Sub
Branch
at
the
conclusion
of
the
commemoration where refreshments were
served to those who attended.
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withheld from the public. What’s more they
include a number of draconian measures that
lack the checks and balances needed to curb
the misuse of power by governments and their
unelected officials. In the pursuit of personal
safety we have lost sight of the longer term
implications of these measures. One has only
to look at history to see where we might end
up if the community isn’t vigilant in protecting
its rights.
We as citizens, especially as veterans who have
been sent to fight for our freedoms and way of
life, have an obligation to protect these
freedoms and demand limits to the power
exercised by governments. Our active
participation in public policy debates and in the
election of parliamentarians is essential for the
future wellbeing of the community.

It is time to bring this exercise to an end. The
impact on morale of ADF members has been
serious and it has diminished the capability
provided by our special forces.
Royal Commission into Veteran Suicides
The Victorian Branch of the RSL (along with
the National Office and other Branches) has
made a submission to the Royal Commission.
Submissions can be made until 14 October
2022 and individuals as well organisations are
able to contribute.
The Royal Commission presents a “once in a
lifetime” opportunity to highlight and identify
remedies to the many failures in government
support for veterans.. Information about the
commission can be found at:

The motto of the RSL is “The Price of Liberty is
Eternal Vigilance”.... never more applicable
than now!

https://defenceveteransuicide.royalcommission.gov.au.

RSL Sub Branch News

The Afghanistan Situation
Open but only for the Vaccinated…….
The Victorian Government restrictions now in
place mean that the Sub Branch is open to

I can only express my ongoing concern at the
treatment of the Special Force members by
the ADF command and Government. With the
failure of the US led coalition to help a
democratically elected government overcome
the Taliban and its hasty retreat from Kabul,
the special prosecutor will most likely be
unable to bring his witnesses to any trial. It is a
moot point anyway as who would expect
truthful and reliable testimony from those who
were either Taliban supporters or whose
families were subject to threats from that
terrorist group.

members and guests who are fully vaccinated.
All others are “locked out” to use the words of
the Premier. All presenting at the entrance
need to show their Medicare vaccination
certificate either on their smart phone or on
hard copy. We are unable to accept any other
evidence of vaccination. This provision is
stipulated by the Government and the Sub
Branch is required to abide by it.

At the same time the ABC has continued its
campaign accusing ADF members of illegal
killings without any real evidence to back up its
allegations. Heston Russell a former major in
the Commando Regiment and who was serving
in the area at the time has refuted these claims
and has called on the ABC journalists involved
apologise to the men and families of those
they have wrongly accused of acting illegally.
He has called for an independent review of the
ABC story published on October 20, 2020.
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goodwill indiscriminately along with a sumptuous meal.

By law the Sub Branch must;
• use Service Victoria as the approved QR code
check-in system.
• require members or visitors to check-in. and
•
not exceed the set density quotient for
the facility.

If you want to have a Christmas lunch without
having to do the preparation and cooking
come along to the Sub Branch on the 25th for a
festive and enjoyable day.

Contravening any of these regulations carries
with it a hefty fine in excess of $20,000.

Remember you always work off the extra
pounds after Boxing Day by attending the VFE
Boxersize or Mobility Program classes.

Unfortunately we now have a segregated
community and membership for the first time
in recent years.

Greetings
The Committee and Management thank you
for your support and forbearance during this
very disrupted 2021 and we wish all of you an
enjoyable Christmas and a blessed and prosperous 2022.

We ask for your understanding while this
situation
prevails
and
please
be
accommodating to the staff members who are
required to enforce these regulations. It is not
of our making and I confess to being very
uncomfortable with it. I have represented this
to the State Member of Parliament when I met
with him. I hope this segregation will only be
temporary until the State reaches its ultimate
vaccination target.

Virtual Gaming & Board Games
Into virtual gaming or board games? Check out
the newest feature to Friday nights at the Ringwood RSL.

Christmas Day

OCULUS hire coming to Ringwood RSL.
Friday Board Game Nights 5.30pm to late.
Starting 26th November 2021.
Redevelopment of our Property

After an absence because of the COVID
restrictions, Christmas lunch is back on!
This much anticipated function has always
been a very enjoyable event with “Father
Christmas” and his “Elves” dispensing joy and

Design work continues for the new Sub Branch
premises within the new complex.
We have received some preliminary builder’s
sketches which, after review of the functional
relationships between each area of the Sub
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Branch have been sent to the Architects for
rework before the formal drawings are prepared. Then we will have a better visualisation
of the proposed RSL layout and facilities for
review of the layout of the Sub Branch facilities. What we have received are representative
only of the very early stages of the design
thought process. Details of individual areas and
how they will be configured have not been addressed yet and the final design will be subject
to our approval before acceptance.

through exercise and conversation with the
modern day veteran, families and friends at
Ringwood RSL. Our aim is to create an environment in a space that’s familiar with the model
of camaraderie within the ADF and create
lasting friendships for a life after service. Connection is the key to conversation, being available as a mate to spend time in a mutual activity, sharing a meal afterwards to unwind and
allow people to relax and enjoy their evening
with a sense of achievement and connection.
In 2022 the program will be scheduled on
Wednesday nights @ 1830-1930hrs.

Our facilities will be spread over two levels the
Kendall Street level and the James Street level.
The main entrance will be off Station Street
and there will be lift access to reception from
the basement car park.

David Jamison
President
Ringwood Sub Branch

Storage and work areas will be co-located in
the car park area.
During the construction phase, it is intended
that the Sub Branch will occupy temporary facilities at the back of the James Street car park
with parking located on the vacant block between the car park and the Sub Branch owned
units on the far side.

Editor’s Note:

The RAE Association—Victoria has received
significant support from the Ringwood RSL.
Members have benefited from the club’s
services including its welfare support service.
The association thanks the sub branch for its
ongoing support and I especially thank the
President for his support of this magazine.

The design and planning stages of the project
will be accelerated once the final decision on
the Ringwood Activities Zone has been made
by the State Government. The project plan still
has the Sub Branch moving in during Dec/Jan
2024-5
Veteran Fitness Engagement

The VFE ‘boxersize’ programme is designed to
invite, engage and promote connection
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Victoria’s First Sappers?
A WARRIOR & ENGINEERING HERITAGE
By Don Hughes

crossing point. Early settler reports have recorded that some of these “bridges” could carry
a horse and cart (Poulter). These creative engineering and building techniques were practiced and well-honed by an ancient people!

Note: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders are advised
that this article contains images and names of deceased
people.

The timelines of Aboriginal history in Australia
keep getting pushed back further. There is now
evidence that ‘firestick farming’ was being
practiced across Australia more than 120,000
years ago. There is also more and more evidence being turned up of Aboriginal engineering practices that are more than 30,000 years
old (Poulter).

Some 400 volcanoes have been identified in
the Western District with the most recent
eruptions being only 34,000 years ago. The
eruption at Tower Hill is in fact recorded in local legend, proving that Gunditjmara occupation of the area exceeds that date. The rivers
and lakes that had formed around the original
lava flows teemed with eels, fish and bird life,
thus making it an attractive area in which to
live, despite the continuing volcanic dangers.

Ancient Foundations
For instance, the Gunditjmara people from the
South-western part of Victoria established villages of stone houses, the foundations of
which have been found to be more than
30,000 years old. These stone houses were
simply an adaptation to the geological realities
of the area, with rock being the most readily
available building material.

Structures Older than the Pyramids
Using the land’s natural topography and features in this now-dormant volcano country,
they also built and maintained extensive systems of advanced channels and weirs. This created one of the oldest aquaculture systems in
the world.

Remains of stone hut foundations in the
Budj Bim area

An ancient fish trap channel

Also, in the forested areas of Victoria, to improve mobility, creeks and rivers were traversed by felling huge trees to form bridges
along traditional “song-lines” or pathways. Using only basic hand-tools, carefully selected
trees were manicured to allow the weight of
the tree to snap the tap root and create a

These volcanic stone structures and settlements are older than the Pyramids.
Not only were the Gunditjmara ingenious
builders and engineers, but they were also
great warriors. They are not known as ‘The
Fighting Gunditjmara’ for nothing.
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Indigenous soldiers have served in every Australian military conflict since the Boer War.

Major Reg Saunders MBE was the first Australian Army commissioned Aboriginal officer who
performed outstanding front-line military service in both WW2 and Korea (OC C Coy, 3 RAR,
Kapyong). His forebears were well-respected
indigenous warriors from South-western Victoria, including his father Chris an infantryman
from the 29th Battalion in WW1, and his grandfather, John, who was in the Victorian Rifles
during the Boer War.

They were not recognised as Australian Citizens until 1967. Rarely rising above the rank of
private (or sapper in the case of engineers), in
part due to prejudices of the day, the army
however was a great leveller of people. With
the same conditions and pay as white Australian soldiers, their service high-lighted that Aborigines could serve their country equally. Victoria has produced some great hardened indigenous soldiers.
Early Contact
I recently had the insightful opportunity of visiting the opening ceremony of the Cockatoo
War Veterans Retreat situated in the old bluestone Macarthur Hotel. Macarthur is a small
rural hub inland some 40 kilometres from the
Victorian Shipwreck Coast (Warrnambool, Port
Fairy and Portland). It straddles the Eumeralla
River and is the gateway to the Budj Bim - Mt
Eccles National Park that has been World Heritage listed since 2019.
At the opening of the Retreat in March 2021, I
had the privilege of meeting Elder, Aunty Glenda Humes, the oldest living daughter of Reg
Saunders.

Major Reg Saunders MBE
Aunty Glenda helped me understand that the
first early contact between coastal Gunditjmara people and European whalers and sealers
had occurred from about 1800. Later, English
pastoralists (including the Henty family) arrived
in 1834 and a guerrilla style campaign ensued the Eumeralla Wars. This conflict continued for
15 years, longer than the Boer War, WW1 and
WW2 combined.
The Eumeralla Wars
The campaign was fought for indigenous land
and social survival against ongoing European
settlement. Many massacres took place deci-

Aunty Glenda Humes with Don and Zeus
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mating the numbers of Aboriginal people from
about 7,000 to just 442. After a major massacre
at Lake Condah in 1852 the conflict drew to an
end, and many Aboriginal people were displaced. A revealing movie, the “Fighting
Gunditjamara”, was produced in 1984 by Film
Australia. It captures the essence of the cruelty
of the Eumeralla wars and their aftermath.

Paying Respects/Homage
Looking to the more recent past, the 2020 Remembrance Day ceremony conducted at the
Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital (part of Austin Health), coincided with NAIDOC (National
Aboriginal and Islanders Day Observance Committee) week for the first time due to the
COVID 19 pandemic. The Veteran Liaison
Officer of Austin Health, Robert Winther OAM,
used the opportunity to pay respectful homage
and highlight the invaluable contribution made
to the Australian military by our indigenous
warriors. As the master of ceremonies, Rob
highlighted that:
“In every Australian conflict since the Boer
Wars in Southern Africa, Indigenous Australian’s have fought side by side as equals in our
military”.

A monument was unveiled in 2011 in
"memory of the thousands of Aboriginal
people who were massacred between 1837
and 1844 in this area of Port Fairy".

It should be noted though, that claims of Blacktrackers being left behind in South Africa after
the Boer Wars (Dr Dale Kerwin, a Research Fellow at Griffith University in Queensland) taints
this otherwise positive relationship.

“The indigenous population was decimated and
the Lake Condah Mission was established in
1867, where the Gunditjmara used their walling
skills to erect dozens of stone dwellings and St
Marys church, which was completed by 1885.

As an essential component of the Colonial Australian military forces deployed to the AngloBoer war, these highly skilled blacktrackers
gave Australian forces a distinct advantage in
seeking out a determined enemy.

It was hard to keep culture alive at the Mission
as only English could be spoken, the eel traps
were forbidden hunting grounds, and children
born there were regarded as orphans and made
wards of the state.

To be just left behind is unfathomable. This
dark blight on our history is shameful. For any
hope of reconciliation - it must be told.
Artistic Memorial Heritage
Simon Normand’s impressive mosaics (the
Gunditjmara Mosaics) mounted on the walls of
the Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital, adjacent
to the immaculately manicured Memorial Gardens, pay particular and permanent homage to
Victoria’s Indigenous military heritage. This local artist highlights not only the story of indigenous soldiers from Victoria, but also the antiquity of their building and engineering skills:
“The Gunditjmara people lived around lake

Hardened warriors, Gunditjmara men later enlisted to fight in the Boer War. Like the Saunders and Lovett Brothers, they returned from
WW1 to find the Mission estate had been divided into soldier settlements. Indigenous soldiers
did not qualify for the scheme. Congregations
finally stopped gathering at Lake Condah when
the Church was dynamited in 1957”.
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Condah, Western Victoria long before Budj
Bim (Mt Eccles) began erupting. They walked
the land bridge across to Tasmania before the
last Ice Age. Their volcanic stone houses and
eel traps are older than the Pyramids”

indigenous soldiers who enlisted in Southwestern Victoria, have also served Australia
well.
Many sporting greats came from this country
such as Lionel Rose MBE, the world champion
boxer along with Johnny Mullagh (1843-14 August 1891) an all-round cricketer who played in
the Australian Team that toured Great Britain
in 1868.
In WW1 Reginald Rawlings MM, from Framlingham in Western Victoria, was one of only
two known Victorian Aboriginals to be awarded the Military Medal. The other was his good
friend, Harry Thorpe, from Lake Tyers Mission
in Gippsland. Sadly, both men lost their lives
on the same day while fighting for the capture
of Vauvillers, France on 9 August 1918.

Islands in Tae Rak / Lake Condah

Indigenous Sappers – Makers & Breakers
Sapper Herbert Cecil Murray, also from Framlingham, served in the 2nd Australian Tunnelling
Company and was wounded by gas in northern
France in 1918. Herbert was used as the basis
for casting an Aboriginal character, named
Streaky Bacon, in the Australian film “Beneath
Hill 60” (released in 2010). This film portrayed
the amazing work of the 1st Australian Tunnelling Company in the famous Battle of Messines
Ridge in June 1917.
A renowned and highly respected Borneo and
Vietnam “Tunnel Rat” and indigenous soldier/
sapper, was 18464 Warrant Officer Class One
Koostantinoes William (Billy) Unmepoa, who
hailed from Mackay in Queensland. Billy was a
highly experienced combat engineer adept in
jungle warfare, military dog handling, booby
traps and mine-warfare along with a myriad of
other sapper skills. He reached the pinnacle of
the military engineering profession as the Regimental Sergeant Major of 7th Field Engineer
Regiment at Ringwood in Victoria, and also as
the Squadron Sergeant Major of 22nd Construction Squadron at Karrakatta in Western Australia.

The Gunditjmara Mosaic
.The Fighting Gunditjmara – Victoria’s Indigenous Warriors
Victorian boasts many fine indigenous soldiers, probably most famously, Major Reg
Saunders MBE. However, the Lovett, Rose,
Saunders, Alberts, Austin, Baulch, Clarke, Egan
and McDonald families along with many other
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operational service as an Infantryman in Malaya and later in Vietnam with Delta Company
6RAR at the Battle of Long Tan. Buddy was a
sincere, genuine and highly respected man
who was well-liked and admired by all around
him.
Another Sapper to serve more recently is Sergeant Ricky Morris. Coming from a long line of
indigenous warriors from the Lovett family,
Ricky served in East Timor and had two tours
of duty in Afghanistan (Bakker). On ANZAC Day
2021 the Prime Minister of Australia, Scott
Morrison, wrote:
“Ricky is a member of the Lovett family – an
Aboriginal family from western Victoria known
as the ‘fighting Gunditjmara’.
Ricky’s grandfather, Frederick Lovett, fought in
WW1 including taking part in the famous
charge of the 4th Australian Light Horse Regiment at Beersheba in October 1917.

Warrant Officer Class One Bill Unmeopa
ANZAC Day 2015
Billy Unmeopa was a highly intelligent man
who was well respected and highly regarded
by all who had the delight working alongside
him. An avid physical fitness enthusiast, he also
had a wonderful grasp of languages and was
an engaging communicator. As well as his array
of Australian languages, Bill could also speak
Pidgin English and Latin. He often described
some English words by their root meaning in
Latin.

More than 20 members of the Lovett family
have seen active service – from the Western
Front to Japan, Korea, Vietnam, East Timor and
Afghanistan, and the Women’s Auxiliary Australian Air Force.
What a remarkable achievement. When asked
about his family’s service, Ricky says ‘we are
proud of country and proud of the uniform’.”
Ricky initially enlisted as a Reservist with 4/19th
Prince of Wales Light Horse in Gippsland and
later, as a licensed plumber and gasfitter,
served as a full-time Sapper with the 21st Construction Squadron Royal Australian Engineers.
As well as Afghanistan and Timor Leste Ricky
has worked on numerous Army Aboriginal
community assistance projects in remote areas
of the country.

Another highly capable indigenous “Tunnel
Rat” military engineer, was 7410004 Sapper
James Laurence (Laurie) Browne. Famously on
one operation, he trod on a M16 mine that
failed to jump and explode. Thereafter, he was
duly dubbed ‘the whitest aboriginal in the
Army’ when it was realised how close he came
to be killed. Laurie was totally accepted as part
of this elite sapper team.

Great Civilisations of Antiquity
As explained by Michael Tyquin in his history of
the Army’s Consulting Engineers (19th Chief
Engineer Works), Highlands to Deserts:
“The art of engineering can be traced back to

A well-respected Aboriginal soldier who later
became a highly regarded instructor and noncommissioned officer was 15989 Private
Thomas Henry (Buddy) Lea. Buddy had seen
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the Iron Age with primitive but effective hill
forts constructed in Europe. The great civilisations of antiquity - Persia, Greece, Rome, China
and Byzantium - all exploited engineering in
their conquests and military endeavours. Aqueducts, Hadrian’s Wall and the Great Wall are
examples of surviving works, while the pontoon
bridges, temporary camps, roadworks etc. used
during early military campaigns have all but
disappeared, despite being an essential part of
war fighting and, in later centuries, nation
building.”

instrumental in developing, implementing
and delivering comprehensive training
pathways for indigenous candidates since
2016. This training has greatly facilitated
their entry to ab-initio training for the Royal Australian Navy, the Australian Army and
the Royal Australian Air Force.

Survival of Australia’s first peoples, probably
the oldest civilisation of antiquity, can now be
traced with an innate understanding of engineering principles and practices. The construction of buildings and accommodation along
with works to enhance food production and
water supply are all essential skills for the survival of Victoria’s first Sappers.

Don with Recruit Phillip Wanambi
From Larrakia (Larrakeyah) country around
Darwin, Private (Recruit) Phillip Wanambi is
undertaking this transformational training
at Kapooka. He said “I’ve enjoyed undertaking the courses. They have been challenging
but it has helped me develop as a person
and to learn new skills. The training has also given me a better understanding and
pride about past Indigenous soldiers who
have led the way for all future Indigenous
soldiers.”

The Pathway Forward – an Enduring Friendship
Simon Normand provides a glimpse of the
pathway forward for Victoria’s first Sappers:
“Traditional Owners were finally given back
their land in 2007. Lake Condah was nominated for World Heritage listing in 2017 being the
only place in Australia listed solely for its indigenous cultural value”.
An enduring friendship greatly helps ongoing
understanding and comradeship with our original sappers.

Mentorship
His closest mentor throughout this developmental process has been Corporal Scott
Trenham. He reflected that,
“Private (Recruit) Wanambi has changed a
great deal since I first met him. He has
gained a large amount of confidence and
self-belief from being involved in not only
the Army Indigenous Development Program
(AIDP), but also the Indigenous PreRecruitment Program (IPRP). He is well on
his way to being an outstanding mentor for
all Indigenous and Torres Strait Islanders
who wish to join the Defence Force. He also
is a great mentor for those back in his
home community.”

Since 1997, Army Engineers (Sappers) have
supported an ongoing series of construction
projects in remote areas around Australia with
the Army Aboriginal Community Assistance
Programme (AACAP). These projects foster a
close pollination of ideas and skills required to
live in harsher and more isolated parts of the
country. The programme has proved highly
beneficial.
The Home of the Soldier
Located at “The Home of the Soldier” 8 kilometres south-west of Wagga Wagga (NSW) at Kapooka, the Recruit Development Wing (RDW)
of the Army Recruit Training Centre has been
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CPL Trenham reinforced, “It is critically important to deliver training to our indigenous
recruits with a deep understanding of their cultural heritage and background.”

She highlighted that, “Reconciliation is a continuing journey for all Australians as individuals, families, communities and most importantly, as a nation”.

The second-in-command (2IC) of RDW and
long-term Sapper officer from Victoria, Captain
Andy Howes, added, “Recruit Wanambi is a
prime example of what the programs conducted by RDW can produce.” RDW runs several
programs a year for recruits that prepare them
both physically and mentally before they commence a Recruit Course, for not just Army, but
the other two Services as well.

Aunty Lorraine also reflected, “Reconciliation is
more than a word – it takes action!” She truly
believes it is a two-way street and “takes two”.
Just like the old saying, “It takes two hands to
clap”.
Survival Potency
These initiatives, amongst an emerging culture
of respect, are creating navigable pathways
into the future. Much traditional knowledge
and many practical skills are embedded within
our Indigenous histories and cultures. Dating
back thousands of years they have shaped and
moulded the land and resources for their successful survival. Understanding and acknowledging, the embedded warrior ethos, and indeed the innate engineering attributes of our
indigenous soldiers, can only sharpen the potency of our defence capability.

Community Reach
On the civilian front, Worawa Aboriginal College, provides an education for Aboriginal students from communities in urban, regional and
remote Australia. It is nestled in Barak Lane
near Coranderrk (Healesville) in the Dandenong Ranges. Sappers of 22nd Engineer Regiment from across Victoria, are building an
emerging relationship with the College that is
transcending the past.

UBIQUE (is Latin for “everywhere” and is the
motto of the Royal Australian Engineers)

As part of the Army Indigenous Liaison program, the Victorian sappers recently assisted in
building some much-needed projects around
the college; a basketball court, a beach volleyball facility along with a cultural dance area.
Both students and sappers gained a practical
insight to each-other’s culture. This emerging
friendship endears a deeper understanding
and respect for each-others unique heritage.
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Aunty Lorraine – Army Indigenous Elder
During the 2021 National Reconciliation Week,
the Army newspaper featured an array of
events and initiatives across the country, highlighting Defence’s contribution to continuing
Australia’s pathway towards genuine reconciliation. Army’s current identified Indigenous
participation rate is 3.5 per cent. Army Indigenous Elder, Aunty Lorraine Hatton OAM, herself an experienced veteran (Warrant Officer)
with operational service in Timor Leste and the
Middle East, suspects the actual figure is closer
to the ADF’s 2025 target of 5 per cent.

See also this podcast:
https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/bigideas/
serving-our-country/6061680
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From The Archives
ANZAC Day 1970—Reverse Arms.
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RAE ASSOCIATION (VIC) INC. CHRISTMAS NIBBLES – 09th December 2021
After a difficult time due to lockdowns and restrictions the Association was once again able
to organise its annual “Christmas Nibbles”
night which was held at the Ringwood RSL. The
RSL provides a good venue for functions with a
couple of positives being that there was no
need for Duty Officers, cleaning up and the
like. Due to COVID the function was not held in
2020.

was no exception – Marg organised and
brought the night together and we must be
just so thankful to have her. THANK YOU,
MARG,
Jim Davis
Secretary
Kym Bishop, Dave Conlan, Jacqui Lewis and Bodo Boettcher

The purpose of the night is to provide something back to the members of the Association
and their families for their loyalty and support.
It was certainly a good turn out with approximately 75 members and guests enjoying the
venue and the opportunity of catching up with
friends. There was a light supper provided with
finger food and nibbles with several members
taking the opportunity of supplementing the
nibbles by having a meal in the dining room.
This night is just a great chance for people to
catch up with friends and gives the opportunity
of having a yarn about the “good old days” in a
very relaxed atmosphere.
Everyone who attended is considered a special
person and guest and our thanks goes to everyone who came along but I would like to make
mention of some guests – LTCOL Scott
D’Rozario (CO) and the RAE Corps RSM WO1
Sean Chainey.

Gary Herzig and Kevin Moss

Formalities were certainly kept to a minimum
but Don Hughes addressed the gathering and
thanked everyone for their attendance and
contribution to the Association. He went on to
mention recent Head of Corps award winners
(LT Emily Mirabella and CPL Rob Camilleri)
from the Regiment along with promotions and
that Jim Davis was also awarded the Brigadier
General C.H. Foott CB, CMG honour for 2021
for his contribution to the RAE.

Mel Constable and Michael Potts

Very special thanks must go to the ever reliable and tireless worker in Marg Handte who
just gives her all for the RAE and this function
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Zeus
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Issue 105 Podcasts

US Alliance at 70: Howard and Gillard
The Recent AUKUS security pact reaffirms Australia’s long held commitment to the United States. They’ve been
in a formal allowance since 1951. On the 70th Anniversary of the countries’ first treaty—ANZUS—former Prime
Ministers John Howard and Julia Gillard explained why they support it.
https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/bigideas/us-alliance-at-70:-howard-gillard/13538540

What is Australia doing to help Afghans?
Does Australia have a moral obligation to do more to help Afghans? It’s unclear how many of the 38 million people of Afghanistan face insecurity, food shortages, service failures and other hardships. Canada has promised 20
000 refugee visas, six times Australia’s initial allocation.
https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/bigideas/australia-afghanistan/13543718
Editor’s note: Podcasts listed in Sapper Summit do not promote the views or opinions of the RAE Association
Victoria Inc. Podcasts are included to provide readers with material of historical, strategic or military related
interest.
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WELFARE and SUPPORT
Sapper Summit recognizes the demands
placed on individuals through their military
service. Through Sapper Summit, the RAE
Association (Vic) aims to provide information
to the Sapper Community on support and
welfare services available both locally and
nationally. The Association also aims to
promote welfare, well being awareness and
education.
Members have suggested the following
support services.
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Association Shirts & Caps Available to Order

MERCHANDISE
RAE Association—Victoria merchandise is
constantly changing. To check our current
offerings and to order, please visit our web
site:
www.raevictoria.com With many events and excursions
bound to resume as COVID 19 restrictions ease, dress the
part in your association’s shirts, caps and jackets.

RAE Association—Vic fleece jackets
$50 and matching beanies $15 now
available.

New! Sleeveless Fleece—for
those in-between days
$45

“Soft Shell” jackets
and white
Association caps
are now in stock.
Check the
merchandise page
on our web site.
(model not
included) Jackets
$90

SOLDIER ON
“Supporting Our Wounded Warriors”
Visit: www.soldieron.org.au
RAE Association (Vic) is a proud supporter of

SOLDIER ON
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About the RAE Association (Victoria) Inc
Vision Statement
The Royal Australian Engineers Association (Victoria) Incorporated will be the most relevant and recognized Sapper
Association in Victoria with substantial membership and an enhanced profile and standing within the serving and
retired sapper community.
Mission Statement
To promote the wellbeing and betterment of our members along with serving and retired sappers by the provision
of a collegiate sapper association that values and promotes comradeship, esprit de corps, service identity and traditions.
Objectives

•Increase the Association's membership.
•Develop the capacity of the Association to communicate with the serving and retired sapper community through
the enhancement of the Association's journal "Sapper Summit" and through an internet presence.
•Establish and enhance the relevance of the Association to all sappers - serving and retired.
•Undertake the research and recording of sapper history in Victoria.
•Provide sappers with an organized identity for participation in ANZAC Day and other commemorative events.
•Promote the achievements of 22 Engineer Regiment and those of its members.
•Disseminate information relating to sapper events and activities.
•Recognize and acknowledge excellence and achievement within the sapper community.
•Provide and promote awareness of welfare issues and resources relevant to service personnel.
•Promote mateship.
•Promote esprit de corps between all members of the sapper family.
•Maintain and promote the traditions and achievements of the Australian Defence Force in general and the Royal
Australian Engineers in particular.
•Seek continual improvement in administrative practices to ensure members receive optimal value for the membership fees and donations.
•Liaise with and develop co-operative working arrangements with like organizations and associations.
•Formally develop succession planning for key appointments within the Association.
•
Raise funds to support these objectives and other Association priorities that may arise from time to time
For full details and news about the Association’s projects and events, or to download an application form click on:
www.raevictoria.com
You can request an application form from:
The Secretary
RAE Association Victoria Inc
c/- 22 Engineer Regiment
56B Dublin Road
RINGWOOD EAST VIC 3135
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Join Us—Royal Australian Engineers Association (Vic) Inc
Membership Categories

1. Ordinary Members and Associate Members (members who support the Association but do
not meet service membership criteria) who pay their subscriptions by 1st of January receive a
receipt.
2. Concessional Life Membership. A member, who upon reaching the age of 65years (prior to
1st of January of the membership year) may elect to make a one off payment equal to ten times
the annual subscription for an Ordinary Member. Such members will be granted Concessional
Life Membership with no further fees being payable. They will receive a letter from the
Committee to confirm the granting of this category of membership.
3. Complementary Life Membership. A member who has made a significant contribution to
the Association either by way of a substantial financial or memorabilia donation, maybe awarded
a Complementary Life Membership together with a letter from the committee confirming the
granting of this membership.
4. Honorary Life Membership. Members over the age of 80 will be awarded Honorary Life
Membership in recognition of their age status and contribution to both the community and the
Corps. They will receive a letter from the committee confirming the granting of this
membership.
5. Honorary Life Membership. Members who have made and outstanding contribution to the
Association will be awarded Honorary Life Membership together with a framed certificate
confirming the granting of this membership.

In categories 3 and 5, nominations are to be submitted to the committee with supporting
justification and documentation. Nominations will be considered n a case by case basis.
Membership of the RAE Association Victoria costs $20 per year with subscriptions due on 1
January each year. All members will receive an electronic copy of each issue Sapper Summit, the
magazine of the Association. Hard copies will be available to members without email. Members
can choose to receive coloured, hard copies in addition to their e-copies for an additional
subscription fee. Contact the Secretary for details.
Applicants over the age of 65 may elect to pay ten times the annual fee to receive lifetime
membership. Fees are not required from applicants over the age of 80.
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
RAE ASSOCIATION (VIC) INC
ORDINARY MEMBERSHIP

Jim Davis
Honorary Secretary
28 Ireland Avenue
WANTIRNA SOUTH, Vic 3152 E-mail: jdavis01@bigpond.net.au

(Signed application can be emailed as above or alternatively a hard signed copy posted to the Secretary)
**SURNAME: _____________________________________
**GIVEN NAMES: __________________________________________

#PREFERRED NAME ______________________________________
**DATE OF BIRTH:

/

/

#NAME OF PARTNER/NOK: ________________________________

**YOUR ADDRESS & P/CODE: ________________________________________________________________
**PHONE: (H):_______________________ (W):____________________
(M):______________________
**E-MAIL:____________________________
#REGIMENTAL/PMKEYS No.______________________
#APPROXIMATE DATES OF SERVICE

#RANK: ________________________________
/

/

TO

/

/

**AWARDS/DECORATIONS HELD: ________________________________________________
#DETAILS OF SERVICE AND UNITS (any approximate dates would be useful)
________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________ _______________ _____________ __________________________
If more space is needed please use back of form.
**CURRENT OCCUPATION/PROFESSION: ____________________________________________________
** Mandatory information required for compliance and management purposes.
# Optional information but would be helpful if provided
**SIGNED:

____________________________________________

/

/

Wish to become a member of The Royal Australian Engineers Association of Victoria Incorporated (RAE Association (Vic) Inc.). In
the event of my admission as a member, I agree to:
Support the purposes of the Association.
Comply with the Constitution of the Association.
Note:
Under the Application for Membership clause in the Association Constitution, a person who wishes to join the Association must submit a signed written application to a committee member, and agree to the two items 1 & 2 listed above.
Constitution is readily available on the Association’s website (www.raevictoria.asn.au) or by contacting the Secretary
Partner/NOK – (optional)
information would be of assistance as an alternative point of contact for the member
Dates of Service, Service & Units served (optional) - would assist in understanding your service history and confirm your qualification for membership.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION FEE FOR 2020 HAS BEEN SET AT $25.00 AND IS PAYABLE NOW WITH YOUR APPLICATION. ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP FEES ARE REVIEWED ANNUALLY AT THE AGM. PAYMENT CAN BE MADE BY CHEQUE OR DIRECT CREDIT (see below). SHOULD YOU WISH TO MAKE A DONATION, REGARDLESS OF THE AMOUNT, IT WILL BE GREATLY APPRECIATED AND ALLOW THE ASSOCIATION TO CONTINUE ITS WORK WITH IMPORTANT PROJECTS Payment can now be made by electronic
transfer. Please use the details below and during the transfer ensure that you show your name in the reference box.
Show here that you sent subs/donation electronically on
/
/ and amount $
.
BANK – Westpac Banking Corp: BSB 033181 - Account No 169032 Account Name RAE Association (Vic) Inc.
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